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What is axesWord?
axesWord simplifies the process 
of making fully accessible PDFs 
from Microsoft Word documents, 
ensuring they are compliant with 
universal accessibility standards.

How does axesWord help companies ensure accessible compliance?
axesWord is the only solution capable of creating a universally accessible compliant file based on a 
properly made MS Word document. axesWord supports Word users in creating fully accessible PDF 
documents by making it simple for the author to apply accessibility features to the document such as 
complex elements like text frames, complex tables, nested list, etc.

How does axesWord work?
The advanced artificial intelligence structure analysis allows for semi-automatic tagging during PDF 
conversion. axesWord supports the rich semantics of all PDF roles, including font embedding, deleting 
empty paragraphs, and allowing the author to configure and save templates.

What makes axesWord unique?
One of a Kind
axesWord is the only conversion tool for Microsoft Word that creates PDF/UA and WCAG-compliant files with 
one click.

Author Accessible Documents
Complex software is hidden behind a simplified user interface.

Save Time and Money
axesWord helps minimize the expense of outsourcing remediation by allowing team members to create 
compliant content. Optional enterprise-wide licensing empowers all employees to create compliant and 
accessible Word documents.

Create Accessible PDFs with Ease
axesWord allows for internal authors to output documents that are clean and logically structured to ensure 
the best possible reading experience for end-users.
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What kind of documents can axesWord help with?
axesWord works with Microsoft Word documents.

What legislation and standards does axesWord help businesses meet?
With numerous accessibility legislation and standards around the world, axesWord can help companies 
achieve the following accessibility compliance requirements: compliance requirements:

PDF/UA

WCAG 2.1 AA

ACA

ADA

AODA

EN 301 549

EN 2016/2102

BITV

HHS

California Code

Section 508

Why should businesses care about creating accessible documents?
Understanding the impact of accessibility errors is crucial because it allows for internal teams to identify 
and remediate inaccessibility issues. With over 10% of the world’s population identifying as having a print 
disability, businesses must ensure that potential clients can access and use the documents provided 
to them. Businesses can protect themselves from potentially costly litigation and ensure they meet 
applicable regional accessibility legislation.

How can a company get started with axesWord?
Let our axesWord advisors guide you to compliance. Contact us and a member of our team will be in 
touch with you shortly. It’s time to make your documents accessible for everyone.
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